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Abstract
In neuroscience literature, dopamine is often considered as a pleasure chemical of the
brain. Dopaminergic neurons respond to rewarding stimuli which include primary
rewards like opioids or food, or more abstract forms of reward like cash rewards or
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pictures of pretty faces. It is this reward-related aspect of dopamine, particularly its
association with reward prediction error, that is highlighted by a large class of
computational models of dopamine signaling. Dopamine is also a neuromodulator,
controlling synaptic plasticity in several cortical and subcortical areas. But dopamine’s
influence is not limited to the nervous system; its eﬀects are also found in other
physiological systems, particularly the circulatory system. Importantly, dopamine
agonists have been used as a drug to control blood pressure. Is there a theoretical,
conceptual connection that reconciles dopamine’s effects in the nervous system with
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those in the circulatory system? This perspective article integrates the diverse
physiological roles of dopamine and provides a simple theoretical framework arguing

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT

that its reward related function regulates the processes of energy consumption and
acquisition in the body. We conclude by suggesting that energy-related book-keeping of
the body at the physiological level is the common motif that links the many facets of
dopamine and its functions.

Keywords: Dopamine; Circulation; reinforcement learning; appetite; reward
Conflict of Interest: The authors declare that the research was conducted in the absence
of any commercial or financial relationships that could be construed as a potential
conflict of interest
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1. Introduction
In neuroscience literature, dopamine is often regarded as the pleasure chemical, as it
is strongly associated with the reward systems of the brain, mediating brain’s responses
to opioids (Bozarth & Wise, 1986), cash rewards (Zald et al., 2004), food (Wise, 2004a)

four

major

pathways
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or even pleasurable images (Aharon et al., 2001). Dopamine (DA) serves the brain via
namely, nigrostriatal,

mesolimbic,

mesocortical

and

tuberofundibular pathways (Figure 1; Björklund & Dunnett, 2007). The nigrostriatal
originates from Substania Nigra pars compacta (SNc) of the Basal Ganglia, the
tuberofundibular in arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus (Speed, 2010) and finally the
mesocortical and mesolimbic from ventral tegmental area (VTA) but innervating
diﬀerent areas (Björklund & Dunnett, 2007). There are two major families and at least 5
types of receptors: D1-like family (D1 and D5 receptors) and D2-like family (D2, D3, D4
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receptors) (Lachowicz & Sibley, 1997; Missale, Nash, Robinson, Jaber, & Caron, 1998).
Most neurons (e.g. in dorsal striatum) express receptors only of one family but some
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neurons (e.g. in ventral striatum) co-express both D1 and D2 receptors (Hasbi, O'Dowd,
& George, 2011). These receptors have a significant influence over emotion and
cognitive activities including attention (Nieoullon, 2002), aﬀective and cognitive
decision making (Cools, Nakamura, & Daw, 2011; Rogers, 2011), temporal processing
(Jahanshahi, Jones, Dirnberger, & Frith, 2006), habits and goal-directed behavioral
control and flexibility (A. A. Grace, Floresco, Goto, & Lodge, 2007; Wickens, Horvitz,
Costa, & Killcross, 2007), to name a few. Dopaminergic neurons are suggested by some
research studies to function in two different modes such as slow firing ‘tonic’ and fast
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firing ‘phasic’ modes (Bromberg-Martin, Matsumoto, & Hikosaka, 2010; A. Grace,
1991).
Dopamine beyond the brain
An important category of dopamine’s actions beyond the brain are mediated by their
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modulation of Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) of the spinal cord. A wide variety of
rhythmic activities, both somatomotor and autonomic, are controlled by spinal neural
circuits known as the CPGs (Marder & Bucher, 2001). In the motor domain, complex
locomotor rhythms are controlled by the CPGs; in the autonomic domain, rhythms
associated with mastication, swallowing, respiration, and even gastric rhythms are
controlled by them. Descending fibers of the diencephalon-spinal dopaminergic system
are known to modulate the activity of spinal CPGs. For example, L-dopa was known to
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evoke locomotor activity in spinalised cats (Jankowska, Jukes, Lund, & Lundberg, 1967)
and air stepping in neonatal rodents (McEwen, Van Hartesveldt, & Stehouwer, 1997).
Dopaminergic projections to the spinal cord control not just mature motor function, but
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also have a role in shaping its development (Lambert, Bonkowsky, & Masino, 2012). In
the autonomic domain, dopaminergic inputs influence chewing activity and the pyloric
region of the stomach, by modulating the pyloric and gastric mill CPGs respectively
(Sharples, Koblinger, Humphreys, & Whelan, 2014; Silverstone, 1976).
However, dopamine is an important chemical found all over the body (outside the
nervous system) serving a variety of distinct functions. Of interest is its eﬀect on the
circulatory system, confirmed by the long history of usage of dopamine as a drug
(Goldberg, 1972; Marinosci, De Robertis, De Benedictis, & Piazza, 2012; Martin et al.,
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1993; Murphy, 2000; Seri, 1995; Yoshimura & Takahashi, 1988) that controls blood
pressure (BP). BP is regulated by two systems i.e., dopaminergic and renin-angiotensin
(Jose, Soares-da-Silva, Eisner, & Felder, 2010) systems both located in kidney, that
compete leading to a cascade of second messenger events controlling blood pressure.
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Each of the dopaminergic receptors (D1 to D5) regulates BP in a specific way (Jose,
Eisner, & Felder, 2003) thereby modulating (increasing or decreasing) it. These
conflicting eﬀects justify use of dopamine for both hypertension (Martin et al., 1993;
Murphy, 2000; Yoshimura & Takahashi, 1988) and hypotension in infants (Bhayat,
Gowda, & Eisenhut, 2016; MacCannell, McNay, Meyer, & Goldberg, 1966; Subhedar &
Shaw, 2003).

These two apparently disconnected domains of influence of dopamine (bodily vs.
neural) pose an intriguing question. Are the diverse roles of dopamine in the nervous
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system and the circulatory system merely accidental, or do they point to a larger
integrative role of this molecule of which, the roles in nervous and circulatory system are
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two specific, crucial aspects? Prodded by this question, the present article provides an
integrative account on dopamine’s functions in a variety of domains including reward
signaling, eﬀort regulation by coding for cost of eﬀort, eﬀects on appetite regulation,
eﬀect on circulation, and proposes that dopaminergic system in the brain is a key
component in controlling input/output flows of energy resources of the body.
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Figure 1: A simple schematic (not drawn to scale) of the major dopaminergic pathways in
the brain along with their nuclei of origin

2. Dopamine and Rewards:
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In the 1930’s, Clark Hull, an American psychologist, proposed a theory of motivation
and drives that influenced generations of researchers in this area. Hull’s theory was based
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on the concept of

, which refers to the machinery by which the body

maintains certain crucial physiological variables like pH, glucose, blood pressure or Na+
levels at certain standard levels. When any of these quantities falls short of its reference
value, the animal initiates behavior that will result in replenishing these chemicals. Hull
used the term

to describe the state of behavioral arousal resulting from a biological

need. The behavior that the animal displays is proposed to eliminate or reduce the drive.
For example, in order to reduce hunger, the animal seeks food. Therefore, Hull’s theory
was also called a Drive-reduction theory of Motivation. However, Hull seems to have
taken an extreme position in his approach, seeking to explain all behavior ultimately as
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more or less complex manifestations of drive-reduction. For example, he attempted to
capture the stimulus-response relationships associated with motivated behaviors in the
form of a compact formula. Over the following decades, as researchers found deviations
of Hull’s formula from experimental results, they tried to suitably expand the theory.
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Three decades after Hull’s research, there has been a growing realization that the engines
of motivation are more complex than the picture presented by the simple Hullian formula.
As methods of neuroscience research grew more sophisticated, it became increasingly
possible to understand motivation in terms of the complex reward-related neural circuits
and neurochemistry that underlies motivated behavior (Hull, 1952).

Rewards are complex abstract entities that aid in the survival of the organism.
Depending on the context, a reward could be as primary as food, drink, sex or abstract as
novel stimuli, money and even beauty. There is a long history of experimental literature
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that links the activity of mesencephalic dopamine cells in the brain with these
environmental rewards. Dopamine cell responses have been observed in animals when
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they accidentally touch a piece of hidden food during random exploration, or when a few
drops of drink are squirted into their mouths (Ljungberg, Apicella, & Schultz, 1992;
Romo & Schultz, 1990). It has been known for several decades (Fibiger & Phillips, 1979;
Olds & Milner, 1954; Wolfram Schultz, 2015; Wise, 1974, 1978) that electrical
stimulation of certain “reward centers” in the brain induces a sense of pleasure, and a
tendency on the part of the animal to want more of it. Animals that were free to stimulate
themselves by pressing a lever preferred the stimulation of their reward centers over food,
even to the point of starvation. Several of these reward centers were found to be located
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in the VTA and SNc, areas that contain high concentration of dopaminergic cells
(Corbett & Wise, 1980; Wise & Schwartz, 1981).
2.1

Dopamine and pleasure
Opioids are a general class of substances of abuse whose action on the nervous
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system is associated with a sense of euphoria and pain relief (Belluzzi & Stein, 1977;
Bozarth & Wise, 1986; Collett, 1998; Van Ree, Gerrits, & Vanderschuren, 1999). In
other words, these substances are interpreted by the brain as a reward signal. Although
opioids are linked to several neurotransmitter systems, their interaction with the VTA
dopaminergic system is particularly implicated in addiction. It has been observed that rats
self-administer morphine when it is directly applied to VTA (Welzl, Kuhn, & Huston,
1989). Direct application of morphine to VTA neurons is found to increase the firing rate
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of the neurons (Matthews & German, 1984). The eﬀects of opioids can also be seen in
the Nucleus Accumbens (NAcc), an important target of dopaminergic projections.
Opioids applied to the VTA lead to an increase in dopamine release, alter gene
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transcription, and cause long-lasting changes in the cells of the NAcc (Graybiel, 1990).
Contrarily, DA antagonists attenuate the pleasurable experience of opioids (Wise &
Rompre, 1989). Other stimulants, like alcohol, even in low doses, can stimulate
dopamine release in the NAcc (Chiara & Imperato, 1986; Di Chiara, 1997; Yoshimoto,
McBride, Lumeng, & Li, 1992).

Food rewards (Hernandez & Hoebel, 1988) and food reward-associated stimuli
(Bassareo & Di Chiara, 1999) in their basic form cause dopamine release in the NAcc.

The dopaminergic system is involved not just in responding to food reward, but also in
8
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controlling food-seeking behavior which extinguished on the blockade of dopamine
system (Wise & Schwartz, 1981). Some studies suggested that DA signals mediate the
facilitation of ‘wanting’ versus ‘liking’ towards certain behavioral actions, where
correspond to the motivational aspects of executing behavior, and

correspond to
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the pleasure assigned to the nature of behavior and its associated reward (Berridge, 1996,
2009). This concept is also discussed in the later sections of this article.

Imaging studies using Positron Emission Tomography (PET) showed that
monetary rewards are able to elicit changes in dopaminergic activity (Zald et al., 2004).
Beauty is also a source of pleasure, and therefore interpretable as a rewarding stimulus.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans of people watching beautiful faces
showed activation of the dopaminergic system (VTA) and its target NAcc (Aharon et al.,
2001). Functional imaging also revealed that presentation of pictures of lovers activated
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the ventral part of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) which could be due to the
projections from VTA (Bartels & Zeki, 2000). Humor also activates the brain’s reward
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system as observed by the activation of VTA and NAcc nuclei while watching cartoons
that the participants earlier rated as funny (Mobbs, Greicius, Abdel-Azim, Menon, &
Reiss, 2003). Thus, the dopamine system and its targets seem to be part of a reward
processing network in the brain. In addition to rewarding stimuli, dopamine cells are
found to respond to unexpected novel stimuli that are capable of eliciting orienting
reactions (Ljungberg et al., 1992; Steinfels, Heym, Strecker, & Jacobs, 1983) as well as
alerting and aversive signals (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010; Horvitz, 2000).

2.2

Dopaminergic signals encode rewards, punishments at various scales
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Hikosaka and colleagues suggest the presence of multiple types of DA neurons
that encode ‘motivational value’ and ‘motivational salience signals’. The motivational
value signals are found to be likely to be arising from ventromedial part of SNc and
lateral VTA. Motivational salience signals arise from the dorso-lateral part of SNc,
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respond to both rewarding as well as aversive stimuli (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010;
Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2009). It has also been suggested that the decrease in
dopaminergic activity during aversive stimuli is through an increased lateral habenula
influence (Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2007). Diﬀerential coding of both reward and
punishment (aversion) could be through varied firing patterns of the same neuron. For
instance, Schultz and colleagues support a pause in dopamine firing for signaling
punishment while an excitation supports the signaling of rewarding stimulus (W. Schultz,
Dayan, & Montague, 1997). Whereas another class of findings support distinct
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population coding of reward and punishment signals; and both valences are shown to be
represented by an increased firing rate (Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2009). Perhaps the
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diversity in dopamine neuron finding extends to cases where distinct populations code for
valences diﬀerentially by increasing and decreasing the firing rates. While other studies
deny dopamine’s coding of aversiveness and punishment (Fiorillo, 2013; Fiorillo, Tobler,
& Schultz, 2003) and suggest involvement of signaling systems such as serotonin (Daw,
Kakade, & Dayan, 2002). The aforementioned array of inconsistent findings about the
meaning of dopamine signals treated as scalar variables, have inspired a search for
population codes of dopamine neurons as a means to resolve the conflicts (Pouget,

Dayan, & Zemel, 2000). As a result, the overall firing pattern of dopaminergic
populations could code for salience and value related functions through time, with
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variation through diverse receptor and connectome characteristics of post-synaptic
projections.
Hamid et al (2015) propose that DA signals code for diﬀerent neurocomputational quantities at diﬀerent time-scales: whereas at faster time scale (phasic)
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dopamine fluctuations support learning, at slower time scales (tonic) they were found to
code for motivation and reward value (Hamid et al., 2016). A few theories on phasic
dopamine support an initial phasic coding of environmental salience and a later phasic
coding of specific reward related quantities such as probability and magnitude of rewards
(Wolfram Schultz, 2016). Schultz (2016) also relates the phasic signals to coding of
surprise during the brief initial stages of learning at which outcomes are non-specific to a
stimulus; and coding of novelty during the comparison stages of learning that results by

2.3
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matching the current stimulus to one that is familiar and stored in memory.
Computational models of dopaminergic signals
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Dopamine is observed to respond to stimuli that are predictive of future reward,

(Schultz, 1998, 2015; Schultz et al., 1997). These reward-predicting stimuli are usually
conditioned visual or auditory cues. In experiments where these reward-predicting
conditioned stimuli precede the actual delivery of rewards, there was a transient increase
in the firing rate of dopamine neurons in response to the conditioned stimuli. Once
dopamine neurons begin to respond to these reward-predicting stimuli, they stop

responding to actual rewards, since the later arriving actual rewards have already been
anticipated by conditional predicting stimulus. Furthermore, dopamine neurons
transiently showed a reduction in firing at the time the reward was omitted in contrast to

11
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usually been delivered (Schultz et al., 1997). These results indicate that the firing of
dopamine neurons represents not just reward prediction, but some sort of an error
between expected reward and actually received reward. Interestingly, this dopaminergic
cell activity as an error signal was analogous to a mathematical quantity called as
temporal diﬀerence (TD) error from the theory of Reinforcement Learning (RL) (Niv,
2009; Wolfram Schultz, 1998). Computationally, the temporal diﬀerence error measures

the actual observation of rewards.
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the diﬀerence between the quantities describing the expected prediction of rewards and

Temporal diﬀerence error = actual rewards – predicted rewards

Since the expected reward amount is predicted over a specific time horizon, they are also
called reward prediction error. Studies find these prediction errors to track the probability
of rewards, by denoting the diﬀerences between the mean of reward probability

distribution and the expected value of the reward (Fiorillo et al. 2003; Schultz, 1998,
2015). Interestingly, when rewards are uncertain, that is, appear with a probabilistic
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distribution, DA signal also tracks the uncertainty associated with the rewards also called
as risk (Stauﬀer et al., 2014).

Along with the tracking of reward elements such as reward magnitude, reward
probability and their uncertainty, DA activity is found to signal parameters related to
subjective choice. Optimal value based choices help maximize expected reward

(otherwise called as value) by implementing greedy strategies with respect to rewards.
Studies suggest that DA neurons can functionally track the subjective value associated
with choices. Notably, choices are known to not only rely on expected rewards but also
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on reward variance or risk (Bell, 1995; Kahneman, 1979). To account of risk associated
with choices, a quantity called utility may be developed, they represent a well-known
trade-oﬀ and is preferred, between the value function and risk function in determining the
subjective choice preferences under expected uncertainty (Balasubramani, Chakravarthy,
Ravindran, & Moustafa, 2014, 2015, 2018; Bell, 1995; D'Acremont & Bossaerts, 2008;
d'Acremont, Lu, Li, Van der Linden, & Bechara, 2009). The action with the least
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uncertainty has the maximum utility, under the condition of equal value (refer to
appendix for more details on simple theoretical formulation).
Utility = value – κ * risk

This utility function is suggested to be expressed in DA neurons (Schultz, 2013) as a
common neuronal implementation (Stauﬀer et al., 2014), to reconcile with other

properties of DA neurons encoding reward attributes such as magnitude and probability.
The encoding of utility function also then suggests DA’s signaling could be interpreted as
depicting precision and reliability associated with prediction error, as pointed out by a
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few studies (Friston, 2005; Friston et al., 2012).

The analogy of dopamine activity to various reward related parameters helped to
interpret dopamine signaling and unravel the functions of targets that receive dopamine
projections. The host of apparently conflicting associations of dopamine with reward,

loss, risk, punishment, prediction error can all be interpreted consistently with the
mathematical framework of RL (refer to appendix for more details on simple theoretical
formulation) applied to dopamine signaling (Cools et al., 2011; Hamid et al., 2016;
Wolfram Schultz, 1998, 2013, 2016; Wise, 2004b), as described above. It also helped to
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understand the multiple functions of the reward network, wherein dopamine has a central
role, in several domains including decision making (Haruno & Kawato, 2006; Mandali,
Rengaswamy, Chakravarthy, & Moustafa, 2015; O’Doherty, 2004), working memory
(Braver & Cohen, 2000), motor control (Doya, 2000) in both healthy and pathological
conditions.
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Dopamine signals not only govern learning about stimuli and choices, but also

govern the neural dynamics underlying choice processes. Their role in learning process
(Shiner et al., 2012; Smittenaar et al., 2012) may be independent of their role in choice
dynamics (Chakravarthy & Balasubramani, 2014). For controlling learning, DA acts like
a teaching signal within a trial (Stauﬀer, Lak, & Schultz, 2014; Tai, Lee, Benavidez,

Bonci, & Wilbrecht, 2012), and for controlling choice dynamics, DA signals switching
between trials, particularly regulating the exploration and exploitation modes of choice
strategies ((Mandali, Rengaswamy, Chakravarthy, & Moustafa, 2015)Chakravarthy &
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Balasubramani, 2014).
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3. Dopamine and Appetite

As discussed in the Dopamine and Reward section, food is a primary form of
reward and has been linked extensively to dopaminergic signaling (Rossi &

Stuber, 2017; Silverstone, 1976; Wise, 2004a, 2004b). This then points to the
bigger question of does dopaminergic signaling in peripheral CNS regulates
appetite? If so how? In this section, we try to address this problem by reviewing
the current literature and propose a reinforcement learning based theory.
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The body’s innate machinery keeps track of its energy reserves and sends an
alarming signal during their depletion, commonly called as

or

(Erlanson Albertsson, 2005). Appetite is a complex physio-psychological process
with an aim to replenish the energy, nutrient levels through a sophisticated
neurotransmitter/hormone signaling. The body achieves this by the Homeostatic
&

Hedonic

(He)

pathway

machinery

(Figure

2).

The
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(Ho)

physiological/homeostatic pathway processes the physiological signals which

carry the energy and nutrient requirement information (Lutter & Nestler, 2009),
whereas Psychological/Hedonic pathway determines and predicts the desirability /
reward-value of the food (Lutter & Nestler, 2009)

based on its sensory

presentation, an ability known as the sense of taste. Any imbalance in the
interaction between these two pathways could be the basis for a spectrum of

2009).
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eating disorders such as obesity, anorexia or bulimia nervosa (Lutter & Nestler,

ACCEPTED
MANUSCRIPT
3.1 Homeostatic Pathway
The chemical signals from the peripheral system are the hunger peptides
such as Neuropeptide Y (NPY), ghrelin, leptin, orexins and melanin-concentrating

A

hormone (Erlanson Albertsson, 2005) which influence the activity of Agouti
related Protein (AgRP) neurons of the arcuate nucleus (ARC) of hypothalamus
(Abizaid, 2009). ARC activity also increases during fasting and other energy
demanding situations (Erlanson Albertsson, 2005). Ghrelin released by the
stomach (Abizaid, 2009; Erlanson Albertsson, 2005) monitors the core cell
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processes such as metabolism, cell protection and even reproduction (Abizaid,
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2009) also directly modulates the activity of the ARC neurons.

Figure 2: Block diagram of appetite regulation including the interaction between
homeostatic and hedonic pathways. The homeostatic pathway receives input from
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ghrelin and leptin and projects these to the neurons of arcuate nucleus (ARC) of

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT

hypothalamus that express Neuropeptide Y (NPY) /Agouti related Protein (AgRP)
and pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC)/ cocaine amphetamine relating transcript
(CART). The ARC modulate the lateral hypothalamus (LHA) via orexigenic
system, and from LHA to Nucleus Accumbens (NAcc) which also receives

A

dopaminergic projections from the VTA. The reward associated with the sensory
representation (smell/taste/vision) of food is carried by the nucleus tractus
solitarius (NTS) of the medulla to higher cortical areas via gustatory cortex. The
inputs from gustatory and other cortical areas finally reach the NAcc. Also shown
are the modulatory projections from the VTA to the hippocampus and amygdala.
16
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The connections from the homeostatic and hedonic pathways could finally
converge in the NAcc.
Along with the orexigenic signals, the body releases satiety signals such as
leptin, cholecystokinin, Glucagon like peptide-1(GLP-1) and peptide YY that
suppress the feeding behavior (Erlanson Albertsson, 2005) (Figure 2). Leptin
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suppresses the food intake in 2 ways: it inhibits the NPY neurons and excites the

release of satiety hormones (Lutter & Nestler, 2009; C. B. Saper, Chou, &
Elmquist, 2002).

In addition, AgRP neuron stimulation can modulate the

rewarding/ appetitive nature of food stimuli, but how is this behavior is modulated
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by the dopaminergic neurons is still an open question (Rossi & Stuber, 2017).
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The lateral hypothalamus (LHA) is one of the key components which acts as a
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bridge between the metabolic driven homeostatic and the reward driven hedonic
networks. Historically, the LHA has been believed to the ‘feeding center’ but this idea
has been challenged because of its profound eﬀects on motivation and behavior (Rossi &
Stuber, 2017). The acute activation of LHA’s glutamatergic neurons suppresses feeding
and increases aversion, whereas GABAergic neuron activation increases the motivation
to search and increase the food intake and is possibly also involved in cue-reward
learning. The LHA also directly modulates the reward seeking behavior through its
orexin–VTA pathway. The lateral hypothalamus also projects to the NAcc shell and

PT
ED

releases melanin concentrating hormone (MCH) which reduces the firing of their medium
spiny neurons (Sears et al., 2010).
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Despite the fact that ghrelin inherently is a gut based physiological signal(Müller
et al., 2015), its eﬀect on the mesolimbic dopaminergic activity makes it diﬃcult to
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group it solely under one pathway. Intravenous ghrelin injections increase the VTA
neuron activity via ghrelin receptors ( >50%) (Malik, McGlone, Bedrossian, & Dagher,

2008) and the overall DA turnover in NAcc (Abizaid et al., 2006). By externally
controlling the ghrelin release in to LHA, Cone et al (2014) critically influenced the
magnitude of the DA release to food reward (Cone, McCutcheon, & Roitman, 2014).
Similarly, leptin and GLP-1 can both directly and indirectly influence the VTA
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dopaminergic neuron activity (leptin decreases and GLP-1 increases) and reduce the food
intake (Rossi & Stuber, 2017).
To summarize, there are multiple signals/ areas that are a part of homeostatic
pathway but critically influence the hedonic component making the dissociation of their
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roles harder (Rossi & Stuber, 2017). Based on the above experimental results that
physiological signals such as ghrelin and leptin critically influence the activity of
mesolimbic dopaminergic neurons (VTA) and eventually the goal directed food seeking
behavior, it is compelling to suggest they arekey peripheral mediators of dopaminergic
function.

using the concepts from reinforcement
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learning. In fact, we would even propose a fundamental justification to the existence of a
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hedonic system, which is necessary for maintenance of the homeostatic system. Our
arguments here are based on the work of (Keramati & Gutkin, 2014). If the objective of
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appetite regulation is to maintain homeostasis, the need for predictive learning in that
regulation can be easily anticipated. One may consider the hedonic system as a decision
making system that aims to choose what kinds of food to ingest, at a given point in time,
so that the body of the organism moves closer to a homeostatic set point, once the
ingested food is assimilated. But then, whether the ingested food pushes the body closer
to the set point or not, becomes clear only after a delay of hours. How can the animal
decide

, regarding the suitability of the presented food in achieving its homeostatic
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? Here we have a delayed reward problem, and can be eﬀectively solved,

in principle, using the reinforcement learning mechanisms of the brain’s reward system
(refer to Appendix for mathematical formulation).
As similar to a simple sensory-motor-reward learning, appetite regulation might also
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be coded by the temporal diﬀerence error dopamine signal (Refer to the appendix for
more details on a simple theoretical formulation). As expected in the classical
conditioning paradigm, where the dopamine signaling event migrates from the time of
reward presentation to the time of presentation of the Conditioning Stimulus (CS) (Dayan
& Abbott, 2001; Dayan & Niv, 2008; Niv, 2009), we also predict that in the case of a
novel food object, the dopamine signal fires only when the food is assimilated, but with
increasing exposure to the food object, the event of firing migrates to the time at which
the food is ingested. Thus, we propose that the hedonic system, based on its value

organism.
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predictions, anticipates the eﬀect of the presented food, on the homeostatic state of the
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4. Dopamine and Circulation
It is well known that dopaminergic medications are used in the treatment of
neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease (PD) (Dick et al., 1987) or other
psychiatric disorders (Yaryura-Tobias, Diamond, & Merlis, 1971). In addition to the

from its neural functions.
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many hats that dopamine donned, its eﬀect on physiological functions are very diﬀerent
One such primary example is the action of DA on the

circulatory system. Pharmacologically, there is a long history of DA usage for the
treatment of cardiovascular diseases (Goldberg, 1972; Martin et al., 1993; Murphy, 2000;
Seri, 1995; Yoshimura & Takahashi, 1988). DA’s effect on controlling BP could be
through vasopressor (causes vasoconstriction, a decrease in the lumen diameter of blood
vessel), vasodepressor (that decreases the blood pressure by reducing the peripheral
resistance / promotes peripheral vasodilation) and vasodilation methods (an increase in
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the lumen diameter of blood vessel). We first briefly explain the physiology of circulation
and various organs involved in its regulation and then proceed to DA’s effect on
regulation.
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4.1 Control of blood flow:

The control of circulation (Figure 3) is broadly classified in terms of local and

systemic control mechanisms (Bergofsky, 1980; Mellander, 1970). The local regulation is
essentially driven by vasoactive substances released by metabolizing tissue, including
adenosine, CO 2, adenosine phosphate compounds, histamine, potassium ions and
hydrogen ions (Guyton & Hall, 2006). Deficits in oxygen (and other nutrients) in the
metabolizing tissue are also thought to cause vasodilation. Systemic regulation which
consists of long-range blood flow regulation far away from the vessel is classified into
23
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neural and humoral regulation (Guyton & Hall, 2006). Neural regulation mainly consists
of sympathetic control and in a few organs parasympathetic. Humoral regulation consists
of regulation by vasoactive substances such as norepinephrine, epinephrine, angiotensinII, vasopressin, endothelin, bradykinin, histamine and dopamine released into or absorbed
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from body fluids. At a systemic level, blood flow is also regulated by regulation of
sodium levels in total body water by the kidneys. Each of the above control mechanisms
further come under either short term or long term control. The factors for circulatory
regulation such as oxygen and CO 2 also suggests a strong influence by respiratory system

ED

as a control for interaction between respiratory cycle and cardiac output.
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Figure 3: The components involved in the regulation of circulation

4.2 Eﬀect of DA on systemic circulation:
There is a long pharmacological history of usage of DA with other catecholamine
drugs such as epinephrine and norepinephrine in view of their eﬀects on circulation. The
first usage dates to 1910, where Barger and Dale found that the pressor eﬀect of DA is
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1/35th of epinephrine and 1/50th of norepinephrine. The vasodepressor eﬀect was initially
tested on guinea pigs, rabbits (Peter Holtz, Credner, & Koepp, 1942) and then on cats,
dogs (Goldberg, 1972) with circulatory eﬀects of DA being diﬀerent from those of
epinephrine (Barger & Dale, 1910). Goldberg also observed that DA mechanism of
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decreasing the BP was more based on changing cardiac contractility rather than by
vasoconstriction (Goldberg, 1972), which was based on the released metabolic products
of DA pathway which do not result in vasodepressor eﬀects (P Holtz, Stock, &
Westermann, 1963, 1964). Further studies on understanding the circulatory eﬀects of DA
led to the discovery of DA receptors in the cardiovascular system, renal system (R. A.
Felder, Felder, Eisner, & Jose, 1989; Lokhandwala & Hegde, 1990), gastrointestinal
system (Z. S. Li, Schmauss, Cuenca, Ratcliﬀe, & Gershon, 2006; Tonini et al., 2004),
peripheral sympathetic ganglia and the nerves (Seri, 1995). It was then hypothesized that
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it is due to these DA receptors, that the diﬀerential eﬀects of DA were observed outside
the central nervous system (CNS) (McDonald Jr, McNay, & Tuttle jr, 1963; J. McNay,
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McDonald Jr, & Goldberg, 1963; J. L. McNAY, McDONALD, GOLDBERG, & Davis,
1965). These diﬀerential eﬀects were dose-dependent in an intriguing fashion: DA gave
rise to vasoconstrictor eﬀects at high dosage opposite to the vasodilator eﬀect seen at
lower dosages. This action of vasoconstriction was attributed to stimulation of

-

adrenergic receptors by DA (Goldberg, 1972; Seri, 1995). Along with stimulation of adrenergic receptors, DA also aﬀects serotonergic receptors which might decrease the
venous capacitance and eventually increase the venous return to the heart (R. A. Felder et
al., 1989; Lokhandwala & Hegde, 1990; Seri, 1995).
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The dose-dependent physiological eﬀects of DA are often placed into three
categories. A dosage of 1-5 μg/kg/min (low) or 5-15 μg/kg/min (medium) also dubbed as
‘

dose’ might increase the renal blood flow and urine output through an increase in

glomerular filtration rate (Marinosci et al., 2012; Seri, 1995). A medium dose (dubbed as
receptors and indirectly the
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dose) of 2-6 μg/kg/min influences the β and

norepinephrine store and causes an increase in myocardiac contractility and conduction
velocity (Seri, 1995). But recent studies on rabbits for doses (5, 10, 15, 20, or 30
μg/kg/min) did not show any significant changes in cardiac output and mean arterial
pressure (Gosliga & Barter, 2015). Finally a higher dose (dubbed as

dose)

corresponding to 6-10μg/kg/min leads to a significant increase in total peripheral
resistance (resistance oﬀered by the blood vessels in systemic circulation) by vaso- and
veno- constrictions. The increase in heart rate is also dose-dependent and depends on

D

serotoninergic and adrenergic receptors (Seri, 1995).

The long term regulation of circulation is also influenced by DA through renal,
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hormonal and homeostasis activity. Dopaminergic production in non-neural cells is

diﬀerent from neural and occurs in renal tissues (Zeng, Zhang, Asico, Eisner, & Jose,
2007). Neurons express tyrosine hydroxylase which gets converted to L-dopa and
aromatic amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) that further converts L-Dopa to dopamine.
Renal cells lack tyrosine hydroxylase but highly express AADC. L-Dopa present either in
circulation or filtered by renal glomeruli is transported to these tissues and gets converted
to dopamine which is maintained at a high nano to low micro levels (Zeng et al., 2007).
This process further ensures the presence of optimum BP by regulating the transport of
ions (such as sodium, phosphorous), water homeostasis by modulating levels of various
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hormones such as prolactin, anti-diuretic hormone, renin, angiotensin and aldosterone
and urea excretion. The study by (Zeng et al., 2007) shows that along with the reninangiotensin system and sympathetic mediation, DA also helps to regulate BP. This is
believed to be achieved by DA’s ability to counterbalance -adrenergic receptor eﬀect
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which is pro-hypertensive. DA controls the tradeoﬀ between natriuretic action and
vasodilation or natri-retentive action and vasoconstriction in order to maintain BP
(Aperia, Bertorello, & Seri, 1987; C. C. Felder, Campbell, Albrecht, & Jose, 1990).
4.3 Eﬀect of DA on Cerebral Circulation

We have reviewed evidence that dopaminergic projections influence systemic
circulation through a variety of molecular mechanisms. Similarly, there is also evidence
that cerebral dopamine projections control cerebral circulation (Iadecola, 1998). It has
been known for more than a century that neural activity regulates cerebral blood flow.

D

Functional neuroimaging methods are based on the assumption of the existence of a tight
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spatio-temporal coupling between neural activity and cerebral blood flow (Heeger &
Ress, 2002). The local increase in blood flow in response to neural activity is essential to
supply nutrients to sustain energy-intensive neural activity and to remove heat and
metabolic waste generated by the same. The action of neurons on cerebral vessels is of
two kinds – a direct one whereby neurons release vasoactive substances like NO causing
vasodilation (Lindauer, Megow, Matsuda, & Dirnagl, 1999), and an indirect one wherein
neurons activate astrocytes which in turn release vasodilators (Cohen, Molinatti, &
Hamel, 1997)
Breaking the long-standing controversy about the existence of direct neural
contacts on cerebral vessels, Krimer and colleagues (Krimer, Muly, Williams, &
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Goldman-Rakic, 1998) showed that dopaminergic terminals make direct contacts with
penetrating arterioles and capillaries of the cerebral cortex and their density is higher in
areas with greater dopaminergic innervation like the frontal, sensorimotor and entorhinal
cortices (Choi, Chen, Hamel, & Jenkins, 2006; Drake & Iadecola, 2007; Iadecola, 1998).
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The same study also showed that dopamine application by micro-iontophoresis on
cerebral microvessels produced vasoconstriction in 50% of the vessels (Drake &
Iadecola, 2007; Iadecola, 1998).

The most likely sources of cerebrovascular dopaminergic projects are the
dopaminergic neurons of SNc and VTA in the midbrain. Being one of the so-called
diﬀuse projection systems, the dopaminergic system can have a diﬀuse action on
extended parts of cerebral vasculature. Other neural systems capable of having a global
influence on cerebral vasculature are the cranial autonomic and sensory ganglia like the
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trigeminal and superior and cervical ganglia. These ganglia modulate global increase in
blood flow that occurs in case of pathologies like epilepsy or hypertension. These
autonomic ganglia diﬀer from dopaminergic neurons in that the former are extrinsic to
the central nervous system while the dopamine neurons are intrinsic (Drake & Iadecola,
2007; Iadecola, 1998).

4.4 Dopamine, Autonomous system and Regulation of Circulation:
Dopamine is also released by the sympathetic nervous system into the

bloodstream, where it dilates the blood vessels through receptors (Eisenhofer, Kopin, &
Goldstein, 2004).

Alternatively, norepinephrine derived from dopamine through

dopamine beta hydroxylase is the principal vasodilator released by sympathetic nerve
endings.
28
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An examination of the neural hierarchy that controls systemic circulation suggests
yet another link between circulation, not directly to the dopamine centers, but to the
reward systems of the brain, in which dopamine is known to play a key role. There is a
cluster of neurons in the medulla which constitute the vasomotor center. Impulses from
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the vasomotor center are transmitted via the peripheral sympathetic nerves to nearly the
entire systemic circulation. In depth analysis of the vasomotor center revealed that it can
be resolved into two key components - the vasoconstrictor area and the vasodilator area.
Neurons in the vasoconstrictor area activate the preganglionic vasoconstrictor neurons of
the sympathetic nervous system, whereas neurons in the vasodilator area inhibit neurons
of the vasoconstrictor area. Now, neurons in another neighboring area, the NTS, control
activities of both the vasoconstrictor and vasodilator areas (Gordan, Gwathmey, & Xie,
2015; Guyenet, 2006). Interestingly, as we have seen in the Section 3 on Appetite, NTS
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projects, via a set of cortical intermediary stages, to the NAcc, an important nucleus in
the brain’s reward system. Neurons of NTS also receive sensory signals from the
circulatory system via vagus and glossopharyngeal nerves. Based on the above
anatomical data related to the neural hierarchy that controls systemic circulation, it is
compelling to speculate that the brain’s reward network is involved in regulation of
systemic circulation (Cameron, 2009; Cechetto & Shoemaker, 2009; Neafsey, 1991;
Resstel & Correa, 2006; Verberne & OWENS, 1998). Our hypothesis is further
reinforced by the following physiological observations e.g., the presence of a chemical
called atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) known for its role in regulating blood pressure and
volume. Though ANP releasing cells are mostly located outside the brain, there are ANP
releasing neurons in hypothalamus and brain stem which have dopaminergic receptors
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(D1,D2 and D5) that respond to DA released from the reward centers (AntunesRodrigues, De Castro, Elias, Valença, & McCann, 2004).
Furthermore, the carotid body produces dopamine, among other chemicals
(Fitzgerald, Eyzaguirre, & Zapata, 2009). It is also known that the sympathetic nervous
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system control the carotid body function (Kato, Wakai, Matsuda, Kusakabe, &
Yamamoto, 2012). The carotid body has receptors that detect oxygen in the blood
(Prabhakar, 2000; Prabhakar & Overholt, 2000). This suggests that oxygen level in the
blood as well as sympathetic nervous system control the activity of the carotid body,
which in turn controls dopamine release. Importantly, studies have reported that
dopamine inhibits the carotid body (Bisgard, 2000; Bisgard et al., 1987; Janssen,
Dwinell, Pizarro, & Bisgard, 1998; Janssen, O'Halloran, Pizarro, Dwinell, & Bisgard,
1998). That can possibly be a feedback mechanism to control the amount of dopamine
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produced by the carotid body. In short, by impacting the functionality of the carotid body,
dopamine can impact oxygen regulation in the blood
From the above considerations, it is not diﬃcult to make a case for application of

reinforcement learning to explain circulation regulation.

Autonomic control of

circulation driven by feedback from baroreceptors and chemoreceptors is often
highlighted by basic accounts of autonomic nervous system, but there is also a
feedforward and even anticipatory control of circulation, a phenomenon studied
extensively in exercise physiology. The cardiovascular center of the medulla can control
cardiac and vascular function to optimize tissue perfusion and blood pressure. The
medullary cardiac center is in turn thought to be under the control of the central
command located in the somatomotor areas of the brain. A copy the motor command
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arising of the motor cortical areas of the brain, descends via small aﬀerent fibers via the
cardiovascular center of medulla (McArdle, Katch, & Katch, 2010).
A study with trained sprint runners showed how the heart rate changes
predictively based on the running conditions. The heart rate (HR) of the runners was
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monitored by telemetry as they ran 60-, 220-, and 440-yard races. An increased heart rate
was observed even before the start command was given, and the elevation was greater for
short sprints as compared to longer runs. For example, HR rose to 148 bpm in case of 60yard sprint, but rose only to 118 bpm and 108 bpm for 1-mile and 2-mile runs
respectively. These studies clearly demonstrates anticipatory control of the heart, which
is modulated by exercise demands (McArdle et al., 2010).

Anticipatory control of the heart is essential since there is a delay between the time of
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increased heart rate and time at which the locally increased muscle perfusion gets
metabolized. For a given quantum of muscular activity, the autonomic nervous system
must know a priori, when and to what level, to increase the heart rate. Thus, the
circulatory regulation problem may be formulated as a delayed reward problem. A
positive, notional reward may be thought to be obtained when the metabolic demand of
the muscle determined by neural activation, is matched by the available local perfusion; a
mismatch between the demand and supply corresponds to reduced reward. Based on this
“reward feedback” from the musculoskeletal system, the autonomic nervous system
probably implements a Critic and an Actor, which could be contributing to anticipatory
control of the heart rate. From the aforementioned review of the neuroanatomy of
cardiovascular control centers, it is likely that NAcc plays the role of a critic which
performs evaluation of rewards in this context (Knutson, Adams, Fong, & Hommer,
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2001; O'doherty et al., 2004; Pagnoni, Zink, Montague, & Berns, 2002; Tanaka et al.,
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2004).
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5. Dopamine and Cost of Eﬀort:
The previous sections described how dopamine signals can represent several
reward-related quantities - expected reward, reward prediction error, utility, and risk,
among others. However, there is another aspect that must be accounted for, in order to
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make optimal decisions viz., cost of eﬀort involved in performing the action. For
optimality in choice, action depends not only on the reward/punishment obtained
the response is made, but also in the cost of the eﬀort incurred

performing the

action. In this section, we review literature that links dopamine signaling to cost of eﬀort.
As early as the ‘80s, there have been suggestions linking dopamine levels in the
reward system, particularly in the NAcc, to exertion of eﬀort; higher dopamine levels

M

seem to induce the animal to exert a great eﬀort to obtain a fixed reward. The idea of
evaluating reward in terms of eﬀort is not specific to neuroscience, but also figures as a
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common idea in economics. Specifically, the idea of cost-benefit ratio has been invoked
in behavioral economics, according to which the price of food reinforcement is expressed
in terms of the number of lever presses per unit of food (Hursh, Raslear, Shurtleﬀ,
Bauman, & Simmons, 1988). A similar idea is encountered in optimal foraging theory
wherein it was observed that the amount of time and eﬀort involved in obtaining a
reinforcing stimulus is a determinant of the corresponding foraging choice (Krebs, 1977).
The simplest type of experiment that evaluates the reward outcome with the eﬀort

exerted consisted of the animal pressing a lever a given number of times to obtain a food
reward (Miller & Carmona, 1967; Miller & Dicara, 1967; Skinner, 1937, 1963). In such
experiments, it is possible to study the eﬀects of dopamine, or its agonists and antagonists
using the ‘ratio requirement’, which is defined as the number of times the animal must
33
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press a lever to get a unit food reward. In a control animal, for a fixed ratio requirement it
has been observed that the food consumed gradually reduced with larger ratio
requirements, as the number of lever presses steadily increased (Aberman & Salamone,
1999). However, under reduced dopamine conditions, the number of lever presses
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increased up to a point but fell again for larger ratio requirements, indicating that the
animal is less “willing” to exert the effort to get certain food reward compared to its
healthy counterpart. Similar trends were observed due to application of dopamine
antagonists such as haloperidol (Bardgett, Depenbrock, Downs, Points, & Green, 2009;
Caul & Brindle, 2001), flupenthixol (Floresco, Maric, & Ghods-Sharifi, 2008), and
specific dopamine depletion in the NAcc (Ishiwari, Weber, Mingote, Correa, &
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Salamone, 2004), whereas the opposite eﬀect was seen for dopamine agonists (Bardgett
et al., 2009). These results suggest that dopamine seems to control some sort of a
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“conversion factor” between the reward and the cost of effort.
Further experimental studies indicate that specific brain areas code for the cost of

eﬀort. For example, dopamine levels in the caudate and putamen are associated with
primary reward motivation (Stricker & Zigmond, 1974; Szczypka et al., 2001;
Teitelbaum & Epstein, 1962; Ungerstedt, 1971), but not the associated costs (J. D.
Salamone, Correa, Farrar, Nunes, & Pardo, 2009; J. D. Salamone, Correa, Mingote, &
Weber, 2005; J. D. Salamone, Correa, Mingote, Weber, & Farrar, 2006; J. D. Salamone,
Cousins, & Bucher, 1994). Many prefrontal cortical areas, the ACC, insula, midbrain
regions such as NAcc, amygdala have been associated with cost-coding (Botvinick,
Cohen, & Carter, 2004; Botvinick, Huﬀstetler, & McGuire, 2009; Kurniawan, GuitartMasip, & Dolan, 2011; McGuire & Botvinick, 2010; Treadway et al., 2012). Specifically,
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the dopamine levels in the NAcc and ACC were found to be of significance in computing
the code for the eﬀort needed for performing actions that have similar sized reward
outcomes (M. S. Cousins & Salamone, 1994; M. S. Cousins, Sokolowski, & Salamone,
1993; J. D. Salamone, Correa, Farrar, & Mingote, 2007; J. D. Salamone et al., 2009).
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These observations were further reinforced by fMRI studies which showed higher
dorsolateral striatal activity during low eﬀort tasks (Kurniawan et al., 2011), and larger
ventral striatal activity during higher cognitive eﬀort (Botvinick et al., 2009).

The earlier result that injection of DA antagonists into NAcc impaired the motor act but
not the primary reward pleasure (Baldo, Sadeghian, Basso, & Kelley, 2002) reflects

NAcc’s association with the effort or cost coding. Similarly, ACC lesions also affected
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the relation between operant-action and their outcomes (Kennerley, Walton, Behrens,
Buckley, & Rushworth, 2006; Rushworth, Behrens, Rudebeck, & Walton, 2007) which
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further controlled the eﬀort or choice of exerting an action in the pursuit of reward.
On the whole, experiments show that dopamine levels in the striatum facilitate the

selection of choices with increased reward (benefit) to cost ratio. In one study, rats chose
options that gave them maximal benefit (food pellets) at low cost (lower lever presses) in
comparison to smaller benefit with higher cost (M. S. Cousins & Salamone, 1994; M. S.
Cousins et al., 1993; J. D. Salamone et al., 2007; J. D. Salamone et al., 2009). When
tested on options involving ‘maximal benefit under maximal effort’, as opposed to
‘minimal benefit with minimal effort’, DA agonists increased the persuasion of the
former. DA agonists also influence the selection of higher costs for increased benefits
(Aberman & Salamone, 1999; J. Salamone, Arizzi, Sandoval, Cervone, & Aberman,
2002; J. D. Salamone et al., 2009), but a potential confound in such experiments (J. D.
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Salamone et al., 2006) is the fact that the agonists also have an influence on serotonin and
norepinephrine levels. DA depletions in ACC also affected the persuasion to ‘maximal
benefit, maximal cost’ coding options (Denk et al., 2005; Floresco, Maric, et al., 2008;
Floresco, Onge, Ghods-Sharifi, & Winstanley, 2008). Excitotoxic ACC lesions resulted
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in a switch from ‘high reward, high cost’ behavior to ‘low reward, low cost’ behavior;
contrarily 6-OHDA lesions of NAcc did not lead to such a transition (Walton et al.,
2009).

The study by Gan et al (2010) independently controlled costs and benefits, and
monitored their eﬀect on DA levels in NAcc (Gan, Walton, & Phillips, 2010). The study
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reported that DA mediates selection of higher rewarding options, when costs are held
constant; whereas the option with lower cost is selected in the case of reward magnitudes
being constant (Gan et al., 2010). Such results substantiate DA’s role in coding of the
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costs (eﬀorts) associated with actions (Floresco, Maric, et al., 2008; Phillips, Walton, &
Jhou, 2007; J. D. Salamone et al., 2007). Hence, a sizeable body of evidence supports the
hypothesis that DA mediates cost-based decisions, as disruptions of DA in NAcc
predominantly aﬀected tasks requiring higher eﬀort but not those requiring lower eﬀort
(Aberman & Salamone, 1999; M. Cousins, Atherton, Turner, & Salamone, 1996).
The cost of eﬀort need not always involve physical eﬀort; they can be incurred

also by mental eﬀort for performing an action selection. These eﬀorts can be in terms of
the number of items held in the working memory, and the delay associated with the
processes for receiving the reward (Barrouillet, Bernardin, Portrat, Vergauwe, & Camos,
2007; Boehler et al., 2011; Botvinick et al., 2004; Botvinick et al., 2009; Kool, McGuire,
Rosen, & Botvinick, 2010). Those tasks certainly involve the frontal cortices and striatal
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activity along with the insula; in such cases too, DA has been shown to influence the
eﬀect of cognitive eﬀort on behavior (McGuire & Botvinick, 2010; Treadway et al.,
2012). Such eﬀects are recorded in dual tasking setups that requires motor activity to be
combined with cognitively demanding tasks like complex arithmetic, the Stroop eﬀect, or
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object avoidance (Pieruccini-Faria, Jones, & Almeida, 2014; Springer et al., 2006;
Vandenbossche et al., 2012), with an increased recruitment of cognitive/mental control
for processing task demands.

The cost of eﬀort can be incorporated naturally in reward related framework, by
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representing cost as a negative reward in line with theories on RL and optimal foraging
(Krebs, 1977; Richard S Sutton, 1996). For example, in experiments where animals are
given food rewards for pressing a lever multiple times, the quantity that determines the
animal’s effort is not just food reward, but some sort of an effective reward (utility)
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relating the value (#food pellets) and eﬀort (#lever presses):
Eﬀective reward = (#food pellets) – eﬀort_factor*(#lever presses).
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6. Discussion:
In this article, we point out the need to go beyond the idea that dopamine is just a
reward signal in the brain, and develop a larger perspective that accommodates the
systemic functions of dopamine in other physiological systems. A synthetic view of the
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roles of dopamine as a reward signal in the brain and as a physiological signal in the
body, can be arrived at if we consider dopamine as a chemical involved in energy bookkeeping operations of the body. This essential idea is elaborated in various sections by
drawing mostly from existing experimental literature.
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We begin with the preliminary association between dopamine and reward and
progress towards associating dopamine with more sophisticated concepts from RL such
as TD error, value and so on. In line with several existing research studies, we present the
familiar depiction of the reward system consisting of the basal ganglia circuit in terms of
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decision making framework, with the dopamine signal representing TD error (Schultz,
Dayan, & Montague, 1997). From this point onwards, we propose progressive extensions
of the basic theory, and argue that every one of those extensions requires incorporation of
additional physiological systems. Thus, we progressively attempt to construct a theory of
dopamine that reconciles its functions in the brain as a neuromodulator and a ‘reward’
signal, with its systemic roles in appetite regulation and the circulatory regulation.
The first point of extension of the association between dopamine and reward is

the cost of eﬀort. In real world decision making, the choice of optimal action has to factor
in the cost of performing the action(s) that lead to a possible reward. Choices that lead to
maximum reward with minimum cost are considered to be the most optimal. Economic
decision making also speaks of cost-benefit ratio, evaluating the tradeoﬀ between the
38
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initial investment and the final profit. Increased levels of dopamine are found to
eﬀectively reduce the eﬀort factor. That is, at higher dopamine levels experimental
animals were willing to exert more eﬀort to obtain the same reward compared to control
animals. Therefore, dopamine plays the role of a conversion factor of sorts, between food
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reward and the cost of eﬀort. (Salamone, 1994; Salamone et al., 2007; Salamone et al.,
2009; Salamone et al., 2006). Going further on the same lines Beeler et al. (2012)
hypothesize that increased dopamine results in greater energy expenditure and
exploration, whereas decreased dopamine favors energy conservation and exploitation
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(Beeler, 2012; Beeler, Frazier, & Zhuang, 2012).
Studies suggest that dopamine controls some sort of conversion between the
positive value of food and the negative value of eﬀort points to the involvement of
dopamine in processing the appetitive value of food. It is interesting that the brain’s
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reward system, with dopamine as a key player, plays a crucial role in appetite regulation.
Two neural pathways – the homeostatic and hedonic pathways – are involved in appetite
regulation. Whereas the homeostatic pathway evaluates the ingested food in terms of its
metabolic and nutrient value, the hedonic pathway evaluates the reward-related value of
the food based on its sensory presentation. Both NAcc, a key nucleus of the reward
network, and VTA, a key cluster of dopamine neurons, serve a crucial mediating function
between these two pathways (Figure 2).

It is possible to provide a theory of why the reward network is involved in
coordinating the functions of homeostatic and hedonic pathways. In classical
conditioning experiments, we know that the reward system bridges the gap between the
conditioning stimulus and response over a temporal delay. A similar situation seems to
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arise in the functions of homeostatic and hedonic pathways as well. The nutritional or
metabolic value of ingested food can be realized by the organism only after a delay of
minutes or hours. The hedonic system evaluates the nutritional and metabolic value of
food – which forms the basis of the sense of taste – at the point of ingestion of the food.

RI
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The real value of the food is realized when it processed by the homeostatic system
associated with the digestive machinery. Thus, it is possible to anticipate that the same
reinforcement learning machinery that links the sensory-motor functions and the reward
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networks of the brain, can also be engaged in physiological domains like that of food and
appetite regulation.
For the brain to be able to tradeoﬀ food against eﬀort, there must be appropriate
neural mechanisms of transduction that can convert and express the metabolic content of
food on one hand, and eﬀort or work on the other, into comparable neural signals.
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Glucose is an important energy currency in the body, released from the gut, and
distributed over the body and the brain by the circulatory system. Autonomic centers in
the brain, like the hypothalamus, have glucose sensing neurons that receive and process
inputs from both central and peripheral glucose sensors (Routh, Hao, Santiago, Sheng, &
Zhou, 2014; Sheng, Santiago, Thomas, & Routh, 2014).
Glucose sensing consists of only the aﬀerent side of energy book-keeping activity

of the brain. On the eﬀerent side, this information must be used by the brain to regulate
blood flow to various parts of the body in systemic circulation. Central commands for
systemic blood flow regulation arise from the vasomotor center, a diﬀuse area located
mainly in the reticular substance of the medulla and in the lower third of the pons
(Gordan et al., 2015; Guyenet, 2006; Guyton & Hall, 2006), and carried by the peripheral
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pathways of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems to control the vessels
all over the body.
These anatomical connections between medullary and pontine vasomotor centers
and the reward centers raise an interesting possibility regarding the functional
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relationship between these two systems: can reward feedback modulate vascular
responses? Reward feedback can be used as a reinforcement signal for learning stimulusresponse relationships in sensory motor control. But can we carry over these mechanisms
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into the domain of vascular control, which is generally thought to be the exclusive
prerogative of autonomic control? Interestingly, there is growing evidence in support of
the idea that not only cardiovascular responses, but several other physiological responses
can be brought under voluntary control by learning through reward feedback (Obrist,
1976, 2012; Obrist, Black, Brener, & Dicara, 2007; Obrist, Webb, Sutterer, & Howard,
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1970; Richter & Gendolla, 2009).
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Figure 4: A conceptual schematic that depicts the role of the dopaminergic and the
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reward systems as controlling the balance between energy consumption and acquisition
by monitoring the inner and outer worlds.
The experimental and conceptual literature reviewed in this perspective point to a wider
understanding of the role and scope (Figure 4) of the brain’s reward system with
dopamine as a key molecular player. The contributions of the reward system to decision
making and action selection in motor and cognitive domains is extensively studied and
modeled (for a review, see Moustafa & Chakravarthy, 2018; Helie et al., 2013).
However, it is not common to conceive of a role of the reward system in the
physiological decision making involved in control of the viscera. Dopamine and the
reward system seem to straddle across and control two worlds: the external word, from
which we receive sensory stimuli and upon which we act by motor action, and the
42
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internal world, comprised by the physiological systems like the cardiovascular,
gastrointestinal, renal, hepatic and other systems (Figure 4). In both domains, the aim of
the control is to maximize the many forms of reward, particularly the energy required for
the survival of the organism. The regulation of acquisition and expenditure of energy,

PT

therefore, seems to a common motif that links the many facets of dopamine and functions
of the reward system. We may envisage an extension of the existing computational and
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theoretical models of reward-based learning, hitherto confined to motor and cognitive
domains, to embody this wider understanding of the functions of the neural reward
system. Such a theoretical development is expected, not only to formulate the intuitive,
integrative understanding of dopamine in concrete terms, but also to provide more novel
and radical insights into the functioning of physiological systems.
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Although we attempt to form a grand synthesis of the many functions of dopamine and
reward system in this paper, we must admit that at the moment it is only an outline of a
theory that draws upon the existing rich experimental and theoretical literature. Needless
to say, a full theory needs a great deal of in depth study both in experimental and
modeling domains. However, there are many gaps to be filled by future studies. For
example, though there is evidence linking CNS dopamine signaling to reward related
quantities, it is not known if even systemic dopamine signals, - like dopamine released
by the autonomic system for vascular control, - can be given similar interpretations.
Although behavioral experiments strongly suggest some kind of conversion, in terms of
internal neural representations, between food reward and cost of action, the
neurobiological basis of such a conversion is not understood. Similarly even though there
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is evidence for a role of CNS dopamine and the reward system in appetite regulation,
which inspires a compelling theoretical approach to appetite regulation based on
reinforcement learning, to achieve a strong match between the theory and the experiment
it requires extensive investigation. Nevertheless, perspectives like the one presented in

T

this paper can suggest critical experiments that need to be performed to confirm the
theory, or theoretical advances to be made to connected apparently disparate
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experimental studies. In the long run, creation of an integral theory of reward processing

in the brain and the body would mark a giant leap in our understanding of neural
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regulation of physiological systems.
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Appendix:
Dopamine, rewards and risk:

Temporal difference (TD) error associated with a subject’s response at a state can be

T

mathematically defined as the diﬀerence between the sum of received reward and

policy
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predicted future rewards (J. C. Houk et al., 2007; Wolfram Schultz, 1998; W. Schultz et
al., 1997). In classical RL (Richard S. Sutton & Barto, 1998) with an agent following
describing the subject’s action execution probabilities, the action value

function

where

at time

is the reward obtained at time

, '

may be expressed as,

t

is the state at time

(1)

t

is the action
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t

of a state, , and action,

performed at time

means the expected value of discounted future rewards received

with policy π, and

is the discount factor (0 < γ < 1). The discount factor denotes the

time scale of reward prediction. A higher γ makes the subject’s prediction look farther
into future, while a lower one makes the prediction short-sighted and the consequential
decisions impulsive. The TD error (a form of DA correlate), then, is given by:

(2)

where '

t+1

is the predicted state at time +1

t+1

is the predicted action at time +1 . An

incremental update of the action value function used the TD error δ t as follows.
(3)
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Here,

Q

is the learning rate of the action-value function.
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Following Keramati and Gutkin (2014), our perspective on dopamine and appetite can be
given simple theoretical formulation. Let h* be an ideal internal state that represents a
perfect homeostatic condition, where h* = [h1*, h2*…, hn*]. Now, we restrict ourselves
to appetite regulation and its relevance to homeostatic regulation, though Keramati and
Gutkin (2014) present a much broader theory of homeostasis that encompasses other
variables like temperature, pressure etc. Therefore, we describe homeostasis solely in
terms of nutrients like glucose, sodium, potassium etc. Thus hi* indicates the ideal
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homeostatic value of the i th, whereas hi(t) denotes its actual value in the organism at time
t. The current ‘

’ from the actual state to the ideal homeostatic state is

given as,

(

( ))

*

( )

2

(8)

Note that D(H) is a simplified form of an analogous quantity in eqn. (1) of Keramati and
Gutkin (2014). The animal ingests a food object F j, which has a certain composition of
nutrients [n 1j, n2j,…,nij,…], where n ij denotes the amount nutrient of i th type present in the
jth food object. Once the food object, F j, is assimilated, we assume that the homeostatic
variables are updated as follows:
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where

(9)
is the updated h i after some delay, that corresponds to the delay of

assimilation; and –ζh i denotes the loss of the i th nutrient due to assimilation.

(

If

( ))

(

( )) is

(

*

( ))

2

smaller than
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The new homeostatic distance after the assimilation is,

(

( ))

(10)

, then the food object, F j, had succeeded in

pushing the animal towards its homeostatic goal state. Thus, the reward, r j, obtained in
ingesting the food object, F j, may be expressed as,
(

( ))

(

( ))

(11)
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Now, in order to complete our theory of the hedonic system, we assume that each food
object, Fj, has a sensory presentation expressed in terms of sensory attributes, S j = [s1j,
s2j, …, s kj,…]. The attributes could be colors, odors etc. We believe that the hedonic
system predictively builds a value of the food object, F j, in terms of its sensory
presentation, S j, and the current state of homeostatic variables, denoted by V(S j, h). Thus,
the value of a food object is not computed in isolation, but only in combination with the
current homeostatic state of the organism. Also note that the desired value model must
able to handle temporal delays; therefore a temporal model like the Finite Impulse
Response filter model for value modeling (Dayan & Abbott, 2001), or more sophisticated
models like the Q-neural networks (Mnih et al., 2015) may be chosen. The animal is
expected to build such value models for a range of food objects, most likely generalizable
48
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to novel ones. An interesting prediction arises out of such reinforcement learning based
formulation of the mechanism of appetite regulation.
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of dopamine, and the reward system of the brain with which the molecule is
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We review the diverse role of dopamine as a reward signal, in regulation of
appetite, circulation and energy management.

We propose a theoretical frame work that the functions of dopamine in neural and
physiological domains can be linked through its actions

the reward

system of the brain, as a part of an extensive energy management system of the
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